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Construction Specialties offers a wide variety of expansion joint covers for every joint size, movement requirement and fin-
ish material you may encounter.  Selecting the proper cover for your application may not be as easy as you think and can be
a high liability if not done properly. A lot of thought has to be put into the selection process regardless if it’s a 36” seismic joint
or a 1” thermal joint.  The majority of product failures are caused by not understanding the movement requirements result-
ing in improper sizing of the joint and an incorrect product selection.  Following is a brief summary of how to size the joints
properly and what to consider when selecting the joint cover.  We encourage you (even challenge you if that’s what it takes)
to contact us if you have any questions at all.  We can help you size the joints properly and select the right products, which
will lower your risk and reduce the liability to all of us.

Step 1: Understand the movement requirements

• The most important part of selecting the proper expansion joint cover is to understand the movement requirements. 
Confusion is caused when manufacturers convey movement in different ways.

Example: A manufacturer might specify the movement for the joint cover as “each direction” and list the requirement as
a 4” joint that allows for 2” movement. This means that the 4” joint will open to 6” and close to 2” (2” in “each direction”).

Example: Another manufacturer might list the movement for their joint cover as “total movement” and specify  a 4” joint
as allowing for 4” movement. This also means that the 4” joint will open to 6” and close to 2” (2” each way for a 4” “total 
movement”). 

Each manufacturer means the same thing but each is literally describing the allowable movement in totally different 
ways. 

• In order to understand the movement correctly we need to deal with such terms such as nominal, minimum and 
maximum:

o  Nominal width is the size of the joint before any movement takes place.
o  The minimum is the width of the joint when it has reached its maximum closing potential. 
o  The maximum is the width of the joint when it has reached its maximum opening potential.

We recommend that when the engineer tells you the joint width, you ask them for the minimum and maximum 
dimensions at full movement.

• The structural engineer will indicate the location of the joints and the joint width needed for movement. Experience tells
us that the width provided by the engineer is typically the movement needed and is not necessarily the joint width 
required for the covers and/or fire barrier systems. 

Example: if the engineer states that a 2” joint is required, they expect it to open to 4” and close to 0”. If they tell you that
you need a 12” joint , they expect it to open to 24” and close to 0”. 

• Our goal with this manual is to avoid the confusion; therefore, we have listed the movement for all models in 
minimum and maximum dimensions. 
(Note that the minimum dimensions are for the covers only and do not take into consideration fire barriers that might 
be required for rated conditions. The minimum dimensions shown will be different for rated conditions.)
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• Other types of movement that also have to be accommodated on certain jobs are lateral shear, vertical shear and 
wind sway:

o  Lateral shear refers to the movement of slabs in different directions parallel to the line of the joint.
o  Vertical shear is usually the result of settlement between the buildings.
o  Wind sway is engineered into taller buildings and can result in a significant amount of movement.

Step 2: Sizing the joints properly

• Once the movement requirements are understood, the joints can be sized properly to accommodate the expansion 
joint covers. Most joint covers have components that take up space in the joint opening and rated floor and wall 
conditions will require fire barrier. These materials will not allow a joint to close to 0” without damaging the system 
or surrounding construction. Thus, you (architect/contractor) and I (manufacturer) need to size the joint accordingly 
to meet the movement requirements and accommodate the desired joint cover systems.
Example: Say that you have selected our GTR as the style of cover you like for a floor joint.   The engineer has told you 
that you need a 2” joint that has a 0” minimum and 4” maximum at full movement. GTR-200 might be your first thought 
for the 2” joint required by the engineer. But if you refer to the movement chart, you find that the GTR-200 does not 
meet the movement requirements. The joint must actually be increased to 4” wide (using GTR-400) to meet the movement 
requirements set forth by the engineer. 
It is important to let the engineer know that we have increased the joint size to allow for the covers to ensure that the 
structural and architectural drawings match.

• As you continue up in the building, it’s not uncommon for joint sizes to increase on each floor (with the roof having the 
largest joints). Changing sizes on the interior joints is acceptable, but we may make recommendations to group certain
floors together in order to reduce the number of different sizes required. Exterior joints should always be the same size 
from the roof to the ground. Joint size changes on the exterior results in unsightly transitions and difficulties in 
maintaining weather protection.

• Expansion joints must pass through the structure from top to bottom and front to back. If the joint appears to end 
abruptly within a building, be sure to consult the engineer for clarification.

Step 3: Consider Joint Locations & Application Requirements

• When selecting cover systems, it is important to consider their location. For instance, will the joint cover be located in a 
hidden area or in a highly visible area (such as a lobby), where aesthetics are more important?

• Usage and location are also important. Will the joint cover be exposed to heavy rolling loads or will it only be exposed to
foot traffic? Is hygiene a factor? Could the collection of dirt in the cover system create problems?

• It is critical to select the appropriate cover type for the intended application. For instance, "heavy duty" covers for 
heavier rolling loads, flush gasketed covers for "hygienic" or healthcare applications, and covers designed for wet areas.

• Generally, the floor cover application is the element most affected by usage and application. It is recommended that 
the selection process begin with the floor cover and progress from there.

Step 4: Identify Adjacent Surface Finishes

• Form and function have often been in conflict with the design and use of expansion joint cover systems. 
Improvements in function have often come at the expense of aesthetics, and vice versa. For example, trying to conceal 
expansion joint covers with surface finish in-lays often led to thicker joint cover assemblies. These thicker assemblies 
resulted in obstacles for wheeled equipment.

• As technology and joint cover design improved, it became possible to conceal wider cover plates without affecting 
their functionality. Today, a wide variety of joint cover systems are available to meet form and function requirements.

• When selecting expansion joint cover systems, consideration should be given to the adjacent floor and wall finishes. 
Most finishes can be integrated into the cover assembly for maximum harmony with the surrounding design 
elements.
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